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STRAIGHT RACING
Competition is open to any Windsprites (longhair or smooth) and % Windsprites (50% or greater
Windsprite). These dogs may be intact or altered.
LGRA rules will be utilized. Here is the link to the rulebook: http://www.lgra.org/node/4050
The hound must be one year of age to participate in an Official Meet.
Hounds who are 9+ years of age may enter the Veteran class.
The Veteran class is divided into hounds 9 to <12 years of age and hounds 12+ years of age (Senior
Veteran).

The Race Secretary must order a qualifying run with or without other hounds for any hound which 1) has
only Disqualified, Did Not Finish, or Off Course on his racing record, 2) or was Disqualified at its most
recent meet, or 3) has not previously raced at an IWC official meet, i.e., the hound is First Time Entered
(FTE), with the following exception. If the hound has successfully raced in another organization and the
owner signs a statement to that effect, a qualifying run will not be required. Qualifying runs may be held at
Practice Races or before an Official Meet. Practice runs may be offered at Practice Races, at Official
Meets between race programs, and after Official Meets.
Hounds that are qualified may enter an Official Meet. Hounds that complete the racing programs at an
Official Meet will be awarded a qualifying ribbon. Placements will be determined by the number of points
earned in the race programs. Best in Field rosette will be awarded to the high scoring hound. Best in Field
Veteran rosette will be awarded to the high scoring veteran hound (Veteran or Senior Veteran).

There are two title tracks: Enthusiast for dogs who choose to run alone and Open for dogs who run with
one to three other dogs.
Track:
Enthusiast (dog runs alone)
Titles:
Racing Enthusiast = SRE
Racing Maniac = SRM
Racing Extreme = SRE
Track:
Open (dog runs with one to three other dogs)
Titles:
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Racing Open = SRO
Racing Excellent = SRX
For the Racing Enthusiast title, each hound will run alone. For a hound to receive a qualifying ribbon, it
must show “instinct” and enthusiastically chase the lure the entire length of the course without stopping or
losing interest in the lure and complete the racing program at an Official Meet. Hounds who receive three
qualifying ribbons will be awarded the Racing Enthusiast title. Hounds may continue to compete at the
Enthusiast Racing level and earn qualifying ribbons toward the Racing Maniac and Extreme titles.
Hounds who have received the Enthusiast title and earn seven more qualifying ribbons (a total of 10
qualifying ribbons) will be awarded the Racing Maniac title. Hounds who earn five more qualifying ribbons
(a total of 15 qualifying ribbons) earns a Racing Extreme title.
For the Open Racing title, hounds will race with one to three others. For a hound to qualify, it must show
“instinct” and enthusiastically chase the lure the entire length of the course without stopping or losing
interest in the lure, or interfering with another hound, and complete the racing program at an Official Meet.
Hounds who receive three qualifying ribbons will be awarded the Open Racing title.
Hounds who have earned the Open Racing title and earn seven more qualifying ribbons (a total of 10
qualifying ribbons) will be awarded the Excellent Racing title. Hounds who earn ten more qualifying
ribbons (a total of 20 qualifying ribbons) will be awarded the Excellent Racing-2 title (SRX2).

